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2020 : Term 3

We have had a great term of learning and fun. Children have
worked hard. The weather has sent a few surprises to keep us on
our toes. There is a positive vibe around the place as Spring brings
us some lovely days.
Our beautiful environment has birds singing, insects buzzing and
plants competing to attract everyone’s attention. We hope you
get to enjoy some days outside with your family over the Spring
Break.
Right on cue, we have had a couple of Spring babies arrive.

And my
(Barb’s) kids,
Kyle and Erika,
celebrated
the safe arrive
of their little
boy Finn.

Dani and Andy
welcomed
Monty Jack Katsivis
into the world.

And there’s another little bundle on the way from Jenna in Studio 8, a brother or sister for Max.

We all have much to be grateful for living where we do and having family around us.
I’m also very happy to announce that I have been reappointed to
Bridgewater Primary School.
Celebrate Spring Break!
Look after each other.
See you next term.

COVID19 UPDATE
So far, so good.
We have much to be proud of in South Australia, and in particular, in SA schools. Your support and
mindful cooperation has helped prevent community spread. This is to be celebrated and we are all
to be congratulated.
Health and Education are continuing to work together to ensure we have strong contact tracing,
hospitals will not be overwhelmed and schools can remain open with core learning protected.
It’s not over. This virus will continue to impact the activities that play an important part in our
community school. We will all be disappointed as we are far from business as usual, particularly as
our borders open a little in coming weeks. Social distancing, contact tracing, extra cleaning, hand
washing and limits to the number of people, particularly in closed spaces, remain a priority for our
school. We remain vigilant, careful and considerate of our more vulnerable community members,
staff, children and families.

Feeling Stressed?
Dr Robert Biswas-Diener, in his webinar series, reminds us about some
evidence based strategies for managing stress. He describes coping
could be focused in two areas: It could be…
 Problem-focused: Where you need to understand the situation,
take stock of your resources, and use the approach: Plan,
Implement & Improvise
 Emotion-Focused: Where there is a change in expectations, you
understand your emotions, receive support & validation.
With the events we all have been experiencing over the past months, it’s time to look after ourselves
and during the up and coming holidays, you would do well to focus on your wellbeing.
Here are some suggestions for improving your wellbeing and that of your children.
Spend time in nature
 Spending time in nature has been shown to improve mood and
wellbeing
 Research shows that 5 to 15 minutes looking at landscape art can
provide similar benefits
 Be present – take in the image - breathe
Walking



 A Stamford study in 2014 showed that a
5 to 10 minute walk boosts creative
thinking by 60%
Walking in nature has the added benefit of enjoying nature

Micro-Joys
 A 2009 study shows that people are happier and more resilient when
they enjoy micro-moments of positive emotions in their lives. (Rodale
2009)
 The secret to micro-joys is that you are aware and tuned in enough
to appreciate them around you. To find the joy, you have to be
present and “smelling the roses”, even for just a moment. (Rasoul
2018)
Why does this matter
 Micro-joys raise your positive or anabolic energy levels. When you
are living with more anabolic energy, you begin to live with more
intention and possibility rather than being blocked by things
happening “to you” or around you.
How lucky are we to be surrounded by nature!
Hope you have a relaxing holiday.

CONGRATULATIONS EVIE (S9)

BRIDGEWATER PRIMARY’S
MULTI-CULTURAL BACKGROUND
Did you know, here at Bridgey, we
have families from this many cultural
backgrounds?

Evie from Studio 9 has been successful in
gaining a position (violin) in one of the
Primary Schools’ Music Festival Orchestra
for FESTIVAL SING2020! Movie event.
All Orchestra members attended the
Grainger Studio for a
week of filming and
sound recording.































Canada
New Zealand
Ireland
England
Scotland
The Channel Islands
Holland
Italy
Aboriginal Australians
France
Zimbabwe
United States
Korea
Norway
China
Lebanon
Japan
Ukraine
Hungary
Germany
Malaysia
India
Poland
Denmark
Thailand
Maori
Serbia
Bulgaria
Belarus

Have we missed any?
Let us know, please.

Artwork by Studio 3 & 4

Studio 6 created these colourful collages from old books and magazines

Studio 1, 2, 3 & 4 - Bridgey 2020 Olympic Games
At the beginning of this term Studio’s 1, 2, 3 and 4 ventured down to the cold, cold gym, as it was our
turn to have the new ceiling work completed in our classrooms. For the next two weeks, the gym
would be home to these four studios. Everyone teamed up into ‘continent groups’ to battle it out for
the very first undisputed Bridgey 2020 Olympic Games gold medallists!
The continent groups consisted of: Africa, Asia, Europe and South America. Within these groups,
members from all four studio’s were split up to make their very own country groups. During group
time, the students worked together to make country profiles, national anthems, design flags, dance,
design t-shirts and build stronger relationships with each other.
The point/medal system became a crucial part of the inner workings of the games. Each continent
group would receive points depending on attitude, companionship, teamwork, skill, merit and overall
application to their work.

While building up to the Opening Ceremony at the
conclusion of our first week in the gym, the children had
designed ‘Country’ t-shirts and made wreathes, which they
wore as they paraded around the gym.
Our ever creative and imaginative MC (Master of
Ceremonies) Dani, introduced and welcomed the Country
and Continent groups while they paraded around with
‘Chariots of Fire’ blasting away in the background. It was mesmerising to watch as a bystander, the
sheer passion and love for community could be heard echoing all the way back up to the other
studios in the main school building.

The final week of our Olympic journey was concluded with a variety of daily events, challenges and
pentathlons. As each day came to a close, the Continents would gather in awe of finding out which
Continent was in the lead for the gold medal. It was such a tight race between Africa, Asia, Europe
and South America.

Ultimately, Africa ran out the gold medal winners with a whopping 6,350 points!
It was an incredible experience to say the least and was so wonderful to see all the different studios
coming together to form new friendships and long lasting memories. Thanks to all those that
supported and assisted with setup and pack up.

Until next time...
Cheers from Belinda, Dani, Liam and Liz

STUDIO 9 - ISLAND PROJECT
A quick overview from Jonah...
Students created an Island nation from scratch last term and bought infrastructure to try and
maximise a balance between citizen wellbeing, sustainability and economic development.
They needed to make decisions about resources, industries and forms of government. We wanted to
make links with how the ‘real world’ is governed and the difficult decisions leaders and citizens need
to make.
Students discovered it’s a real balancing act!

It hasn't hit the news, but there was an international incident in Studio 9 this week…
The Island nation of Arnault were found to have secretly restarted their nuclear program!
The international intelligence community believe it is backed by China and this has caused
international tensions between superpowers the USA and China, as well as amongst our archipelago.
There was good news earlier when Islands were declared successful in managing the outbreak of
COVID-19 which had swept through the Islands. Leaders acted quickly and decisively to stop the
spread and keep their citizens (and political power) alive.
Unfortunately such big disruption to our small Islands caused economic hardship and pushed leaders
towards the lifelines offered by China and the USA.
Each Island chose to either have China fund and build two large infrastructure projects as part of their
Belt and Road Initiative, or to sign a trade and military agreement with the USA which doubled their
export revenue, in return for permanent USA military based on their Island and a signed deal to
engage with the USA in future conflicts.
Many signed with the USA and were alarmed when Trump used the 'Arnault Missile Crisis' to talk up
war in hope of boosting his re-election hopes back home. This meant many of our Islands were
suddenly facing the very real prospect of war and potentially being stuck in the middle of a nuclear
conflict between USA and China! (Quite a lot to take in between recess and lunch!)
The Islands which signed a deal with China quickly decided to distance themselves from Arnault and
offered to send UN peace keepers to the Island and inspect the nuclear sites.

Our students/Island leaders needed to think fast in a crisis
and to balance the pros and cons of all the decisions
made. This is the experience we wanted to have after the
theory of learning about how countries are governed.
Students had to constantly weigh up the facts, potential
solutions and the positive and negative outcomes of
each decision.
Being a politician is hard! Often you can't please
everybody and sometimes you have to accept an
outcome you really don't want.
Lets hope our students take this understanding with them
through life and are active, informed citizens who help
shape an uncertain future in a positive way!

Continued overleaf...

Studio 9 - ISLAND PROJECT
By Izzy O. & Evie
At the end of term 2, Studio 9 started a group project. We were put into two groups, then chose an
island format with natural features and two resources. After that, we were given time to customise our
island and choose, set up and pay for the necessary infrastructure, including government, education
facilities, factories and more. Then we decided on what military action, treaties and facilities our island
would be involved in.
During this time, one of the islands chose to bomb another island. As a result of this, we learnt about unpeace keeping actions, war and war contracts, and the impact it would all have on our islands
economy, well-being and sustainability. We then had to work out how islands would share their wealth
and power through this time.
We are currently facing off this dilemma and are expecting more challenges to come.
All up, it’s been a great experience so far!

KNOCK-OUT NETBALL
We played three games of netball at
Aldgate Netball courts for the KnockOut Netball competition.
We lost two games and won one.
We all had fun and would like to
thank Fiona (Oliver’s S9 mum) and
Heather C. for coaching us.
By

Spring time by Junior Primary kids

Sophie-Lee and Alex H.

Term 3 - Bridgey Kindy Visit
The visits from our local kindergarten during the year are a very important part of our learning program
at Bridgey Primary School. These mornings are extremely important for all children. Primary school
children take on a buddy role and encourage the kindy kids to feel safe and welcomed. All of our
children, from Reception to Year 7, look forward to these visits.
Many of the children get to connect with their siblings in a school
environment.

Bridgey Student Parliament took a leading role in the kindy visit
this term. Prime Minister Isabelle O. together with parliamentary
members Edie, Izzy B and Sophie-Lee, greeted the kindy parents
and children at the front gate. They then led them around the
school building to the designated kindy meeting spot. This year,
due to Covid restrictions, we couldn't allow parents to walk
through the school building.

Isabelle and Edie then joined Barb
with some potential new parents
on our Principal’s tour of the
school. Thanks for your help girls!

Unfortunately this year we only
had one opportunity for our local
kindy to visit due to the pandemic,
but we all had a great morning.

Hilary Agar
Junior Years Coordinator

Spring time in Junior Primary area

Studio 1 and 2 artwork inspired by commercial artist Peter Cromer

TERM 3: SPANISH
The Spanish topic for term 3 has been ‘Feelings’.
Students at Bridgewater Primary have shared with others students situation that made them feel:
estoy content/a (I’m happy), estoy triste (I’m sad), estoy aburrido/a (I’m bored), tengo miedo (I’m
scared), estoy cansado/a (I’m tired), estoy orgulloso/a (I’m proud), estoy decepcionado/a (I’m
disappointed), tengo hambre (I’m angry) etc.
For Receptions, the most common answer when asked what made them happy was to play with their
friends and play on the computer. What comforts them the most when they are sad is a hug from Mum
or with their stuffed animal. They feel proud when they win a game or finish a task. They feel
disappointed when their Mum doesn’t keep her word or they can’t go on holidays because of Covid.
They feel tired after a race and scared when it is dark. Students talked very openly about strategies that
help them to stay calm when they get upset, like for example breathing deeply, thinking about
something that is fun, and drawing or cuddle their soft toy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gBlkiMxza1o&t=2s&fbclid=IwAR1UrXhf4ImIY0bsKodwDjIha8S_mXvKfl0QNsSzdkhcZvAs-TXXVLaGLHs
Students from S6 dancing Valeria’s choreography of the song “Por la vereda
del sol” sung by Diego Torres. This is a translation of the song ‘I’m walking on
sunshine’ by Katrina & the Waves .

There are two good
programs online for those
families who want to keep
practicing Spanish at home.

Students from S3 playing a
traditional Spanish game
'El pañuelo' (The Handkerchief)
to review the vocabulary of
feelings.

Rockalingua (some videos
and games are free):
https://rockalingua.com/
videos

Reception students S8 playing
colour games.
S7 students playing number
and colour bingo.

Languages online (free):
https://
www.education.vic.gov.au/
languagesonline/spanish/
spanish.htm

Felices vacaciones
(happy holidays).
Juana Estrella

Students from S4 playing battle
ships to practice sentences
about family and feelings.

Studio 3 - Garden Program with Kerrie
Term 3 has been a busy time for Studio 3 in the garden, we have thoroughly enjoyed spending our
Tuesdays with Kerrie. The first few weeks the students spent time with plant and weed identification,
they had lots of time to practise their whittling and mulching skills. The students also assisted Kerrie in
the organisation of the garden and re-laying soil so that new plants could have life.
Something that was quite special for S3 was personalised garden stakes for the new strawberry plants
that each student had an opportunity to plant. The students had to listen carefully as Kerrie explained,
using a visual diagram, how to correctly plant the strawberry plants.
Studio 3 just wants to say a huge thank-you to Kerrie who has done an awesome job at keeping us engaged and passionate about gardening.
From,
Liam and S3

